♫ SONG ♫: The Little Chick Cheep – Pulcino Pio

On the radio, there’s a little **chick** (x2)
And the chick cheep (x6)

On the radio, there’s a little **hen** (x2)
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x5)

On the radio, there’s a little **cock** (x2)
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x4)

On the radio, there’s a little **turkey** (x2)
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x3)

On the radio, there’s a little **pigeon** (x2)
And the pigeon cru cru
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x4)

On the radio, there’s a little **cat** (x2)
And the cat mew
And the pigeon cru cru
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x3)

On the radio, there’s a little **dog** (x2)
And the dog woof
And the cat mew
And the pigeon cru cru
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x4)

On the radio, there’s a little **goat** (x2)
And the goat mah
And the dog woof
And the cat mew
And the pigeon cru cru
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x4)

On the radio, there’s a little **lamb** (x2)
And the lamb bah
And the goat mah
And the dog woof
And the cat mew
And the pigeon cru cru
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x4)

On the radio, there’s a little **cow** (x2)
And the cow moo
And the lamb bah
And the goat mah
And the dog woof
And the cat mew
And the pigeon cru cru
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x5)

On the radio, there’s a little **bull** (x2)
And the bull muu
And the cow moo
And the lamb bah
And the goat mah
And the dog woof
And the cat mew
And the pigeon cru cru
And the turkey gobble gobble
And the cock doodle-do
And the hen co-co
And the chick cheep (x4)

On the radio, there’s a little **tractor** (x2)
And the tractor brumm (x3)
And the chick...
Oh oh!

[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mx8s6ZACZFU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mx8s6ZACZFU)